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A scheme for error-bounded G1 conic approximation of ofisets to conic B¶ezier segments
is presented. The initial step involves segmentation of the conic at points inducing cusps
on the ofiset, ensuring that each subsegment has a smooth ofiset amenable to conic
approximation. The approximation scheme is based on interpolating the end points and
tangents, and parametric midpoint, of the exact ofiset. Conditions for the existence of
real interpolants to such data are derived, and a su–cient condition for unambiguous
deflnition of a distance function between the conic and its approximate ofiset is identifled
in terms of the control polygon. It is shown that extrema of this function occur along
common normal lines to the conic and approximate ofiset, a condition satisfled at the
real roots on (0; 1) of a degree 10 polynomial in the conic parameter. These roots may be
isolated and approximated using the Bernstein form, yielding a sharp geometric bound
on the approximation error. Under subdivision the scheme produces rapidly converging
approximations, satisfying any desired accuracy, for precision engineering applications.
c° 1997 Academic Press Limited
1. Introduction
Conics are an important class of curves for computer-aided geometric design (CAGD),
since they ofier considerable geometrical °exibility while retaining an attractive degree
of analytical simplicity. Historically, the conics have played a signiflcant role in design
applications (especially in aircraft design) that predates the advent of digital computersz.
That conics have since been enthusiastically embraced within the rapid developments of
CAGD is evidenced by thorough investigations of their rational B¶ezier representation
.(Farin, 1993). This ofiers both a medium for their practical use in commercial software,
and a perspective on their proper place within a broader theory.
A shortcoming that the conics share with higher-order polynomial or rational curves,
however, is the fact that their ofiset curves (i.e., the loci traced by a point that maintains a
flxed distance d from them) do not admit exact polynomial or rational parameterizations,
and hence must be approximated. The sole exceptions are the circle, whose ofiset is
also a circle, and the parabola, which has a rational ofiset of degree 6|a fact recently
demonstrated by .Lu˜ (1992); see also .Farouki and Sederberg (1995). On the other hand,
y E-mail: farouki@engin.umich.edu
z The fuselage of the North American P-51 Mustang, a highly successful World War II flghter aircraft,
for example, was developed entirely with conics .(Liming, 1944).
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the ofisets to generic conics|the ellipse and hyperbola|are irreducible (non-rational)
algebraic curves of degree 8 .(Salmon, 1954).
It is known that, for a segment with curvature satisfying • 6= ¡1=d, the geometry of
the ofiset at distance d is intimately related to that of the given curve: for example, the
in°ections and vertices (points of extremum curvature) are in one-to-one correspondence
.(Farouki and Nefi, 1990). This observation, and the fact conic segments are necessarily
smooth and convex, suggests that the conics may themselves ofier a suitable medium for
the approximation of their ofisets. Apart from its simplicity, a practical advantage of this
approach is that it alleviates the problem of \trimming" the ofiset curve, which incurs
computing all its self-intersections .(Farouki and Nefi, 1990). For ofisets approximated by
piecewise-conic forms, these points correspond to roots of quartic equations which can,
in principle, be determined in closed formy by Ferrari’s method .(Uspensky, 1949).
.Farin (1989) has described a simple scheme for conic approximation of conic ofisets
by interpolating end points and tangents of the exact ofiset segment, together with an
intermediate tangent. Only a heuristic assessment of the accuracy of the approximation
scheme is provided, however, and this severely limits its value in precision engineering
applications. Thus, our focus here is to take advantage of the simplicity of conics to
determine sharp bounds on the distance error of the ofiset approximation, which can be
used to govern subdivision methods to achieve any prescribed accuracy.
2. Preprocessing
Given a conic r(t) in \standard form" with B¶ezier control points p0 = (x0; y0), p1 =
(x1; y1), p2 = (x2; y2) and weights w0 = 1, w1 > 0, w2 = 1 .(Farin, 1993), we wish to
approximate the (untrimmed) ofiset
rd(t) = r(t) + dn(t) (2.1)
at distance d from r(t), where n(t) is its unit normal, by another conic r^(s) in standard
formz with control points p^0 = (x^0; y^0), p^1 = (x^1; y^1), p^2 = (x^2; y^2) and weights w^0 = 1,
w^1 > 1, w^2 = 1. We label the three directed sides of the triangle p0, p1, p2 as follows:
l0 = p2 ¡ p1; l1 = p0 ¡ p2; l2 = p1 ¡ p0 :
The sides l^0, l^1, l^2 of the triangle p^0, p^1, p^2 are deflned in the same manner.
The unit normal to r(t) is n(t) = t(t)£z , where t(t) = r 0(t)=jr 0(t)j is its unit tangent,
and z is a unit vector orthogonal to the plane of the conic. Now the ofiset to a smooth
curve r(t) is not necessarily smooth .(Farouki and Nefi, 1990)|in fact, a point where the
signed curvature •(t) = jr 0(t)j¡3r 0(t)£ r 00(t) ¢ z attains the critical value, •crit = ¡1=d,
incurs a cusp on rd(t). Geometrically, a cusp arises when a point of the ofiset coincides
with the center of curvature for the corresponding point on the given curve. Thus, the
evolute|or locus of centers of curvature|of r(t) indicates the location of cusps on the
family of ofisets at each distance d from it. The ofisets have cuspidal tangents orthogonal
to the evolute where they meet it .(Farouki and Nefi, 1990).
A curve segment for which 1+•(t)d > 0 generates a \prograde" ofiset segment, i.e., r(t)
y In practice, properly formulated numerical methods are just as accurate and e–cient.
z Note that we use difierent parametric variables, t and s, for the conic and its approximate ofiset. No
particular relationship between t and s is imputed|our assessment of the quality of the approximation
will be based on intrinsic geometrical measures, independent of the curve parameterizations.
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and rd(t) have identical tangent vectors at corresponding points. A segment for which
1+•(t)d < 0, on the other hand, yields a \retrograde" ofiset segment, such that r(t) and
rd(t) have opposite tangent vectors at corresponding points .(Farouki and Nefi, 1990).
A single conic cannot accurately approximate any ofiset segment that exhibits interior
cusps. To surmount this problem we require, as a preprocessing step, that the given conic
be subdivided at the points (if any) where the condition •(t) = ¡1=d is satisfled.
Lemma 2.1. For a standard-form conic r(t) with control points p0 = (x0; y0), p1 =
(x1; y1), p2 = (x2; y2) and weights w0 = 1, w1 > 0, w2 = 1, let d and
¢ =
flflflflflfl
1 1 1
x0 x1 x2
y0 y1 y2
flflflflflfl
have opposite signs. Then the real roots, if any, on t 2 (0; 1) of the quartic polynomial
with Bernstein coe–cients
b0 = 4w21jl2j2 ¡ c;
b1 = ¡(2l2 ¢ l1 + c)w1;
b2 = [4w21l0 ¢ l2 + 2jl1j2 ¡ (2w21 + 1)c]=3;
b3 = ¡(2l1 ¢ l0 + c)w1;
b4 = 4w21jl0j2 ¡ c; (2.2)
where c = (¡4w1d¢)2=3, split the ofiset rd(t) at distance d into \prograde" and \retro-
grade" segments between its cusps.
Proof. For any conic r(t) described by quadratic homogeneous-coordinate polynomials
W (t), X(t), Y (t), the curvature can be written as
• =
4w1¢W 3
[(WX 0 ¡W 0X)2 + (WY 0 ¡W 0Y )2]3=2 :
Now since w1 > 0 by supposition|and thus W (t) > 0 for t 2 [ 0; 1 ]|the condition
•(t) = ¡1=d may be satisfled by a value t on the unit interval only when ¢ and d are
of opposite sign (i.e., the ofiset is taken on the \concave" side of the conic). Under such
circumstances, writing c = (¡4w1d¢)2=3, this condition yields the quartic equation
(WX 0 ¡W 0X)2 + (WY 0 ¡W 0Y )2 ¡ cW 2 = 0 (2.3)
for parameter values identifying cusps on the untrimmed ofiset. It is not di–cult to verify
that expressions (2.2) give the Bernstein coe–cients of this polynomial on [ 0; 1 ]. 2
In fact, \retrograde" segments cannot belong .(Farouki et al., 1995) to the true or
\trimmed" ofiset desired in most applications, and may be omitted in its construction.
Note that, although (2.3) is quartic, it may have at most two roots on t 2 [ 0; 1 ] for a
conic in standard form. It is convenient to cast this polynomial in Bernstein form, since
the de Casteljau algorithm and variation-diminishing property can then be used .(Lane
and Riesenfeld, 1981) to isolate and approximate its real roots on [ 0; 1 ].
The given conic must be subdivided at each root of (2.3) between 0 and 1. Note that the
de Casteljau algorithm applied to a conic in standard form does not, in general, yield two
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subsegments in standard form. However, each subsegment may be restored to standard
form by replacing a general set of weights w0; w1; w2 by the values 1; w1=
p
w0w2; 1.
3. Construction of the Interpolant
In view of the above preprocessing step, we assume henceforth that the curvature of
r(t) satisfles •(t) 6= ¡1=d for t 2 (0; 1). We deflne its approximate ofiset r^(s) to be the
unique conic interpolating the end points and tangents of rd(t), and also its parametric
midpoint, rd( 12 ). For a standard-form conic, the end- and midpoint tangents are simply
t(0) =
l2
jl2j ; t(
1
2 ) = ¡
l1
jl1j ; t(1) =
l0
jl0j :
We can immediately identify the initial and flnal control points of the approximate ofiset
r^(s) as p^0 = p0+dn(0) and p^2 = p2+dn(1), where n(0) = t(0)£z and n(1) = t(1)£z .
Now since rd(t) and r(t) have parallel tangent lines at their end points, p^1 must be
the intersection of lines through p^0 and p^2 along the vectors t(0) and t(1), respectively.
Speciflcally, we have
p^1 = p^0 ¡ l^1 £ t(1) ¢ z
t(0)£ t(1) ¢ z t(0) = p^2 ¡
l^1 £ t(0) ¢ z
t(0)£ t(1) ¢ z t(1) :
Note that, although they share the same angle at the vertices p1 and p^1, the triangles p0,
p1, p2 and p^0, p^1, p^2 are not, in general, similar.
Having determined the control points for r^(s), we shall now determine the weight w^1
that causes it to interpolate the ofiset rd( 12 ) = r(
1
2 ) +dn(
1
2 ) to the parametric midpoint
of r(t). Here n( 12 ) = t(
1
2 )£ z , and for a conic in standard form
r( 12 ) =
p0 + 2w1p1 + p2
2 (1 + w1)
:
We shall denote the Cartesian coordinates of rd( 12 ) by (x⁄; y⁄). Consider the barycentric
coordinates
u^k(x; y) = ¢^k(x; y)=¢^ for k = 0; 1; 2
of a point (x; y) with respect to the triangle deflned by p^0, p^1, p^2, where
¢^ =
flflflflflfl
1 1 1
x^0 x^1 x^2
y^0 y^1 y^2
flflflflflfl
and ¢^k(x; y) for k = 0; 1; 2 is deflned by replacing the entries 1; x^k; y^k in ¢^ by 1; x; y.
The implicit equation for r^(s) can be written .(Farin, 1993, p. 240) as:
¢^21(x; y)¡ 4w^21¢^0(x; y)¢^2(x; y) = 0;
and if r^(s) passes through the point rd( 12 ), this equation must be satisfled on substituting
(x⁄; y⁄) for (x; y). This allows us to solve explicitly for w^1:
w^1 =
§¢^1(x⁄; y⁄)
2
p
¢^0(x⁄; y⁄)¢^2(x⁄; y⁄)
: (3.1)
We see that, for real solutions to exist, the determinants under the square root must be
of the same sign. This holds when (x⁄; y⁄) lies inside one of the two wedge-shaped regions
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between the lines through p^1 along l^0 and l^2. The sign choice in (3.1) must then be so
as to yield w^1 > 0 to ensure that r^(s) is a flnite conic segment.
The result (3.1) is equivalent to that obtained by a rather difierent approach in .Farin
(1989), except that the non-existence of real solutions under certain conditions on the
data p0, p1, p2, w1, d is not recognized therein (certain cross-ratios are implicitly assumed
to be positive, which is not necessarily the case).
When (x⁄; y⁄) does not reside within the \valid" region for real w^1 solutions, we sub-
divide the input conic at its parametric midpoint, and attempt the ofiset construction
again on the resulting subsegments. Clearly, as the conic segments become increasingly
\°at" under repeated subdivision, we are eventually guaranteed real w^1 solutionsy, since
the valid regions grow monotonically as the control polygon angles at p^1 approach ….
Remark 3.1. If p0, p1, p2 and w1 deflne a circular arc of radius r, the interpolant
yields its exact ofiset as a circular arc of radius r + d with the same center and angular
extent. This property, which was noted by .Farin (1989), is easily verifled by observing
that a standard-form circular arc must have a symmetric control polygon, with weight
w1 = cos( 12fi), where fi is the interior angle at p1.
Remark 3.2. Under subdivision, the ofiset approximations r^(s) have O(h5) convergence
to the exact ofiset rd(t), where h is a measure of the \size" of subsegments. This follows
from a theorem of .Degen (1993) relating the approximation order to the orders of contact
between a curve and its approximants at their points of coincidence.
4. Error Analysis
Perhaps the simplest error measure for the approximate ofiset is to set s = t, and com-
pare distances jr^(t)¡ r(t)j between points of equal parameter value with the magnitude
jdj of the ofiset distance. However, the point r^(t) does not, in general, lie on the normal
line at the point r(t) of the given conic; deviations of jr^(t)¡r(t)j from jdj are incurred as
much by disparities of parameterization of the conics as by errors in the normal distance.
We bypass this problem by ignoring the parameterization of r^(s): we rely only on the
geometry of the approximate ofiset, as embodied in its implicit equation. Thus, for each
point t of the given conic r(t), we measure the exact distance –(t) along the normal line
to the approximate ofiset. We shall call –(t) the normal distance function.
The idea of using normal distances to measure the error between a given curve and its
approximants was introduced by .Degen (1992) to identify properties that characterize
\best" approximants. Our intent here is to take advantage of the elementary nature of
conics to derive a closed-form expression for the distance function, and to formulate a
relatively low-degree polynomial equation whose real roots identify its extrema.
Note that, by construction, –(0) = –( 12 ) = –(1) = d. In practice, we wish to compute
the greatest fractional distance error of the ofiset approximation, deflned by
† = max
0<t<1
flflflfl–(t)¡ dd
flflflfl : (4.1)
y In fact, the need to subdivide due to lack of real solutions arises quite infrequently in practice.
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Now the barycentric coordinates of the point r(t) + –(t) n(t) are given by24 u^0(t)u^1(t)
u^2(t)
35 = 1
¢^
24 y^1 ¡ y^2 x^2 ¡ x^1 x^1y^2 ¡ x^2y^1y^2 ¡ y^0 x^0 ¡ x^2 x^2y^0 ¡ x^0y^2
y^0 ¡ y^1 x^1 ¡ x^0 x^0y^1 ¡ x^1y^0
3524x(t) + –(t)nx(t)y(t) + –(t)ny(t)
1
35 (4.2)
where x(t), y(t) and nx(t), ny(t) are Cartesian components of r(t) and n(t). This can
be written more concisely as
u^k(t) = v^k(t) + –(t) n^k(t) (4.3)
for k = 0; 1; 2, where
v^k(t) = ¢^k(x(t); y(t))=¢^
are barycentric coordinates of the point r(t) with respect to the triangle p^0, p^1, p^2, and
n^k(t) = ¡l^k ¢ t(t)=¢^
are barycentric components of the normal n(t) with respect to that triangle.
Now, by supposition, the points r(t)+–(t) n(t) for each t 2 [ 0; 1 ] lie on the approximate
ofiset, so their barycentric coordinates (4.3) must satisfy the implicit equation
u^21(t)¡ 4w^21 u^0(t) u^2(t) = 0 : (4.4)
By substituting from (4.3) into (4.4), we obtain the quadratic equation
a2(t) –2(t) + a1(t) –(t) + a0(t) = 0 (4.5)
for –(t), where
a2(t) = 4w^21 n^0(t)n^2(t)¡ n^21(t);
a1(t) = 4w^21[n^0(t)v^2(t) + n^2(t)v^0(t)]¡ 2n^1(t)v^1(t);
a0(t) = 4w^21 v^0(t)v^2(t)¡ v^21(t) : (4.6)
Note that the v^’s are rational quadratic functions of t, while the n^’s involve the ratio of
a quadratic to the square root of a quartic in t.
The discriminant of the quadratic equation (4.5) can be written as 16w^21 ¡, where
¡ = w^21(n^0v^2 ¡ n^2v^0)2 + (n^1v^2 ¡ n^2v^1)(n^1v^0 ¡ n^0v^1); (4.7)
and we can now solve explicitly for –(t), obtaining:
– =
n^1v^1 ¡ 2w^21(n^0v^2 + n^2v^0)§ 2w^1
p
¡
4w^21 n^0n^2 ¡ n^21
: (4.8)
Note that, since v^0(t)+ v^1(t)+ v^2(t) · 1 and n^0(t)+ n^1(t)+ n^2(t) · 0, one may eliminate
v^1(t) and n^1(t) (say) from expressions (4.6){(4.8).
The function (4.8) is evidently difierentiable. Hence, by the Mean Value Theorem, and
the fact that –(0) = –( 12 ) = –(1) = d by construction, we have:
Remark 4.1. The function –(t) deflned by (4.8) has at least one extremum on each of
the open intervals t 2 (0; 12 ) and t 2 ( 12 ; 1).
One may difierentiate (4.8) directly to obtain an equation whose roots identify extrema
of –(t) on t 2 (0; 1). This approach is cumbersome, however, and ofiers no geometrical
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insight. Moreover, the resulting equation does not directly reduce to a polynomial in t,
and thus standard root-flnding techniques .(Lane and Riesenfeld, 1981) cannot be applied.
Consequently, we opt for indirect approach to flnding the extrema of –(t), as described
below. Before proceeding, however, the sign ambiguity in (4.8) demands clariflcation.
In order to compute the parameter values on r^(s) that correspond to its intersections
with the normal line to r(t) at position t, we may substitute the parametric form of the
approximate ofiset into the implicit equation of the normal line. This yields the quadratic
b0(t)(1¡ s)2 + w^1b1(t) 2(1¡ s)s+ b2(t) s2 = 0; (4.9)
in s, with Bernstein coe–cients
bk(t) = [W (t)x^k ¡X(t)]U(t) + [W (t)y^k ¡ Y (t)]V (t); k = 0; 1; 2
that are quartics in t (here W (t), X(t), Y (t) are the homogeneous-coordinate components
of r(t), and we set U = WX 0¡W 0X, V = WY 0¡W 0Y ). For the distance function (4.8) to
be unambiguously deflned, we must prescribe conditions under which (4.9) is guaranteed,
for each t 2 [0; 1], to have one root on the interval s 2 [0; 1] and one on its complement.
Proposition 4.1. Let r(t) for t 2 [0; 1] be a conic segment along which •(t) 6= ¡1=d.
Then a su–cient condition for each normal line to that segment to have exactly one
intersection with its approximate ofiset, r^(s) for s 2 [0; 1], is that the control-polygon
angle fi at the vertex p1 should exceed …=2.
Proof. We argue by contradiction. A normal line to r(t) for t 2 [0; 1] clearly intersects
r^(s) for s 2 [0; 1] in 0, 1, or 2 real points. We will show that the stipulated conditions
preclude the flrst and last of these possibilities.
Let µ0 and µ1 be the tangent angles for r(t) at t = 0 and 1. The control-polygon
angle at p1 is then fi = … ¡ jµ1 ¡ µ0j, and we have jµ1 ¡ µ0j < …=2 if fi > …=2. Now if
•(t) 6= ¡1=d, both r(t) for t 2 [ 0; 1 ] and r^(s) for s 2 [0; 1] are smooth convex arcs along
which their tangent angles vary monotonically from µ0 to µ1 (since, by construction, r(t)
and r^(s) have parallel end tangents). The common angular range of the tangent angles
for r(t) and r^(s) is thus less than …=2, though the (monotone) variation of these angle
between the limits µ0 and µ1 is, in general, difierent for the two curves.
First, suppose some normal line ‘ to r(t) for t 2 [0; 1] intersects r^(s) for s 2 [0; 1]
twice, at s = a and s = b say, such that 0 < a < b < 1. By the Mean Value Theorem,
we may infer the existence of a point c 2 (a; b) such that the tangent to r^(s) at s = c
is parallel to ‘. Furthermore, since the tangent angles for the conic and its approximate
ofiset span the same range, there must be a tangent to r(t) for t 2 [0; 1] that is parallel
to ‘. But a tangent at one point being parallel to a normal at another implies that the
tangents at those points are orthogonal, i.e., the tangent angles difier by …=2. Since this
contradicts the fact that the tangent angle has a range < …=2, the supposition that ‘ has
two intersections with r^(s) for s 2 [0; 1] must be false.
Now suppose the normal line ‘ has no intersections with r^(s) for s 2 [0; 1]. We know
that, when t = 0, equation (4.9) has s = 0 as a root. Furthermore, since the normal
to r(t) at t = 0 cuts r^(s) orthogonally at s = 0, this root has an analytic dependence
on t there, and increases with increasing t. The only way this root may \vanish" is
by \meeting" and \coalescing" with the other root of (4.9), so they become complex
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conjugates. Such an occurrence, however, implies a tangencyy of the normal line with
r^(s) for some s 2 [0; 1], and this again contradicts the fact that the tangent angles for the
conic and its approximate ofiset have the same angular range, less than …=2 in extent.
Thus, the supposition that ‘ does not intersect r^(s) for s 2 [0; 1] is false. 2
The stipulation that the control polygon angle exceeds …=2 may require subdivision be-
yond that of the preprocessing scheme described in Section 2. This is often independently
desirable to ensure high accuracy, since the interpolation scheme cannot be expected to
yield good results if the tangent angle has a large variation over the given conic segment.
Corollary 4.1. Under the conditions stated in Proposition 4.1, the discriminant (4:7)
is positive and the appropriate sign choice in expression (4:8) is constant for t 2 [0; 1].
The sign is flxed by noting that –( 12 ) = d. Having resolved the sign ambiguity in (4.8),
we now return to the problem of computing the extrema of this function on t 2 [0; 1].
Proposition 4.2. The extrema of the distance function (4:8) occur along lines that are
common normals to the given conic r(t) and its approximate ofiset r^(s).
Proof. It is convenient to consider the square of the distance; its (non-zero) extrema co-
incide with extrema of the distance itself. Instead of difierentiating the explicit form (4.8)
for the distance function directly, we shall approach the problem as one of flnding the
extrema of a constrained bivariate function. Thus, consider the extrema of the function
F (s; t) = jr^(s)¡ r(t)j2 (4.10)
on the unit square (s; t) 2 [0; 1]£ [0; 1], subject to the constraint
G(s; t) = [r^(s)¡ r(t)] ¢ r 0(t) = 0 : (4.11)
F (s; t) represents the squared distance between any two points on the given conic r(t) and
its approximate ofiset r^(s), while the constraint G(s; t) = 0 ensures that we measure this
distance along normal lines to r(t). Introducing the Lagrange undetermined multiplier
‚, the system of equations
G = 0;
@F
@s
+ ‚
@G
@s
= 0;
@F
@t
+ ‚
@G
@t
= 0 (4.12)
must be satisfled by values s; t; ‚ at an extremum of the function (4.10) subject to the
constraint (4.11). We now observe that
@F
@t
= ¡2[r^(s)¡ r(t)] ¢ r 0(t) = ¡2G;
@G
@t
= r^(s) ¢ r 00(t)¡ r(t) ¢ r 00(t)¡ jr 0(t)j2 :
Taking into account the flrst of equations (4.12), we now see from the third of those
equations that either ‚ = 0 or @G=@t = 0.
y In general, the normals to a conic have eight tangencies (not necessarily all real) to another conic.
This is readily seen by considering the line equation of the evolute to the flrst conic, since tangents to
the evolute are normals to the given curve. The approximation scheme precludes the possibility that any
of these tangencies correspond to the parameter interval [0; 1] for both curves.
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case (i) : ‚ 6= 0. In this case, the two equations
r 0(t) ¢ r^(s) = r(t) ¢ r 0(t);
r 00(t) ¢ r^(s) = r(t) ¢ r 00(t) + jr 0(t)j2 ;
corresponding to G = @G=@t = 0, may be solved to give r^(s) = r(t)¡ n(t)=•(t), which
we recognize to be a center of curvaturey for the conic r(t), i.e., a point on its evolute.
Fortunately, in view of the preprocessing scheme described in Section 2|in which the
conic was split into segments whose ofisets are guaranteed to be free of interior cusps (i.e.,
they meet the evolute only at their end points, if at all)|this case may be discountedz.
case (ii) : ‚ = 0. Substituting into the second of equations (4.12), we obtain
@F
@s
= 2[r^(s)¡ r(t)] ¢ r^ 0(s) = 0;
which implies that, when the distance function (4.8) attains an extremal value, the normal
line to r(t) must also be orthogonal to r^(s). 2
In other words, the line segment between points on r(t) and r^(s) must lie on a common
normal line to those curves for the distance jr^(s)¡ r(t)j to be an extremum. Thus, the
problem of flnding the extrema of (4.8) may be transformed into one of searching for
common normals to r(t) and r^(s).
By clearing denominators, the condition that r^(s)¡ r(t) be orthogonal to both r^ 0(s)
and r 0(t) can be written as the pair of polynomial equations
P (s; t) = U(t) V^ (s)¡ V (t) U^(s) = 0;
Q(s; t) = [W (t)X^(s)¡X(t)W^ (s)]U(t)
+[W (t)Y^ (s)¡ Y (t)W^ (s)]V (t) = 0; (4.13)
where we denote by W (t), X(t), Y (t) and W^ (s), X^(s), Y^ (s) the homogeneous coordinates
of r(t) and r^(s), and we set U = WX 0¡W 0X, V = WY 0¡W 0Y and U^ = W^ X^ 0¡ W^ 0X^,
V^ = W^ Y^ 0 ¡ W^ 0Y^ . The flrst of equations (4.13) implies that r 0(t) and r^ 0(s) are parallel,
while the second implies that these vectors are orthogonal to r^(s)¡ r(t).
Now since P and Q are, respectively, of degree (2,2) and (2,4) in (s; t), their resultant
with respect to either variable must be a polynomial of degree (2£4)+(2£2) = 12 in the
other variable. Suppose we choose to eliminate s between equations (4.13). Then we know
that, by construction, t = 0 and 1 are roots of the resultant at which –(t) = d. We may
\de°ate" the resultant by dividing out the factors t and 1¡t, to obtain a polynomial R(t)
of degree ten whose roots on (0; 1) identify points where –(t)¡ d attains an extremum.
By expressing R(t) in the Bernstein basis, we can isolate and approximate its roots
algorithmically .(Lane and Riesenfeld, 1981) and hence compute the extremal values of
–(t)¡ d by evaluating expression (4.8) at them. We now describe the derivation of R(t)
in Bernstein form. The polynomials U(t), V (t) may be expressed as
(U(t); V (t)) = 2w1l2(1¡ t)2 ¡ l1 2(1¡ t)t+ 2w1l0 t2 :
y The radius of curvature is ‰(t) = 1=•(t); the minus sign re°ects the fact that, in the adopted sign
convention, •(t) > 0 when n(t) points away from the center of curvature.
z We assume that the approximate ofiset is su–ciently accurate that it does not meet the evolute at
interior points when the corresponding exact ofiset does not. Although we ofier no formal justiflcation,
this assumption is reasonable in view of the segmentation procedure, the interpolation conditions deflning
approximate ofiset segments, and the relatively simple topologies of the evolutes to conics.
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U^(s) and V^ (s) are given analogously in terms of l^0, l^1, l^2, and w^1. Thus, we may write
P (s; t) as a quadratic polynomial in s,
P (s; t) = p0(t) (1¡ s)2 + p1(t) 2(1¡ s)s+ p2(t) s2 = 0; (4.14)
with coe–cients
p0(t) = 2w^1[¡l1 2(1¡ t)t+ 2w1l0 t2]£ l^2 ¢ z ;
p1(t) = [¡2w1l2 (1¡ t)2 + l1 2(1¡ t)t¡ 2w1l0 t2]£ l^1 ¢ z ;
p2(t) = 2w^1[2w1l2 (1¡ t)2 ¡ l1 2(1¡ t)t]£ l^0 ¢ z (4.15)
that are quadratic in t (we make use here of the fact that l0, l^0 and l2, l^2 are parallel).
Similarly, we write Q(s; t) as a quadratic in s,
Q(s; t) = q0(t) (1¡ s)2 + q1(t) 2(1¡ s)s+ q2(t) s2 = 0; (4.16)
where the coe–cients are quartic polynomials in t, given by
q0(t) = W (t)U(t)x^0 +W (t)V (t)y^0 ¡ (X(t)U(t) + Y (t)V (t));
q1(t) = [W (t)U(t)x^1 +W (t)V (t)y^1 ¡ (X(t)U(t) + Y (t)V (t))]w^1;
q2(t) = W (t)U(t)x^2 +W (t)V (t)y^2 ¡ (X(t)U(t) + Y (t)V (t)) : (4.17)
The resultant of equations (4.13) with respect to s may then be expressed in terms of
the polynomials (4.15) and (4.17) as
Resultants(P;Q) = (p2q0 ¡ p0q2)2 ¡ 4(p0q1 ¡ p1q0)(p1q2 ¡ p2q1) : (4.18)
Now from (4.15) we see that t and 1¡t are factors of p0 and p2, respectively. Furthermore,
closer inspection of (4.17) reveals that t and 1¡t are also factors of q0 and q2, respectively:
q0(0) is proportional to the dot product of p^0¡p0 with t(0), and q2(1) to that of p^2¡p2
with t(1), which are both zero by construction. Hence, this resultant contains t(1¡ t) as
a factor that does not concern us, since we already know that –(0) = –(1) = d.
This means that, if b0; : : : ; b12 are the coe–cients of (4.18) in the Bernstein basis of
degree 12, we have b0 = b12 = 0. The de°ation of (4.18) by t(1¡ t) to obtain the desired
degree-ten polynomial R(t) is quite simple: its Bernstein coe–cients r0; : : : ; r10 are
rk =
132
(11¡ k)(k + 1)bk+1 for k = 0; : : : ; 10 :
Noting that w^1 is given in terms of p0, p1, p2, w1, d by expression (3.1) one could, in
principle, express the coe–cients b0; : : : ; b12 of (4.18) symbolically in terms of these input
parameters. Although this has been accomplished using Maple V, the expressions are too
cumbersome to present here. For a practical °oating-point implementation, one may use
the sum/product rules for polynomials in Bernstein form .(Farouki and Rajan, 1988) to
obtain the Bernstein coe–cients of (4.18) in a numerically stable manner.
Finally, note that (4.14) can actually be solved in closed form to give
s(t) =
p0(t)¡ p1(t)§
p
p21(t)¡ p0(t)p2(t)
p2(t)¡ 2p1(t) + p0(t) : (4.19)
For each point t 2 [0; 1] on the conic, this identifles a point s 2 [0; 1] on its approximate
ofiset such that the curves have parallel tangents at those pointsy. Instead of formulating
y Again, under the conditions of Proposition 4.1, there is a unique correspondence of such points, and
no ambiguity concerning the proper sign in front of the radical term in (4.19).
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the resultant (4.18), one could substitute this expression into (4.16) and thereby form a
polynomial equation in t by clearing denominators and squaring to remove the radical.
We caution, however, that the outcome is not simply (4.18), but rather its product
with [p2(t) ¡ 2p1(t) + p0(t)]2 (the roots of this polynomial identify values t where the
solution (4.19) is invalid because (4.14) degenerates to a linear equation in s).
5. Examples
Figure 1 shows the ofiset to an ellipse, comprising four B¶ezier segments, as generated
by the approximation scheme. Since the ofiset is on the convex side, no subdivision is
incurred in the preprocessing scheme. With just four segments in the approximate ofiset,
the accuracy is surprisingly good: the maximum deviation of –(t) from d is » 0:1%. For
ofisets interior to the ellipse, the preprocessing incurs subdivision of the original conic
segments when jdj exceeds the radius of curvature at the points on the major axis. The
relative error of the approximate ofiset is again » 0:1%. Figure 2 shows approximate
interior and exterior ofisets to a hyperbola. Here the critical curvature for the interior
ofiset is attained twice, causing the hyperbola to be split into three parts.
It is instructive to examine the behavior of the ofiset distance error –(t) ¡ d under
subdivision. Returning to the case of Figure 1, we show in Figure 3 the result of splitting
each segment at its parametric midpoint before performing the ofiset approximation. In
view of the symmetry of the ellipse, it su–ces to study the behavior of –(t)¡ d over just
one of the four segments. This is shown, before and after subdivision, in Figure 4.
As expected, it is seen that prior to subdivision, –(t) = d at t = 0; 12 ; 1. We also
notice that –(t)¡ d has two extrema, of opposite signs, on t 2 (0; 12 ) and this implies the
existence of a further zero of –(t) ¡ d on that interval. Now the efiect of subdividing at
t = 12 is to introduce zeros at t =
1
4 and t =
3
4 . For the interval t 2 [ 12 ; 1], over which
–(t) ¡ d was originally positive, it is evident in Figure 4 that the introduction of a zero
at its midpoint incurs a substantial reduction of the greatest magnitude of –(t)¡ d.
For the interval t 2 [0; 12 ], however, the subdivision introduces a zero of –(t)¡ d near a
previously existing one, resulting in a much weaker diminution of the error (further sub-
division yields much better improvements). Such observations suggest that information
on the locations and values of the extrema of –(t)¡ d obtained in assessing the accuracy
of the approximation can be employed to govern the subdivision process, inducing faster
convergence to the exact ofiset than \blind" binary subdivision at parametric midpoints.
Figure 1. Approximate exterior ofiset to an ellipse with a 2 : 1 axis ratio (as represented by 4 B¶ezier
segments). With no subdivision, the maximum fractional distance error is † = 0:0012.
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Figure 2. Interior and exterior ofisets to a hyperbola segment. For the interior ofiset, the segment was
split twice at points (solid dots) that induce cusps on the ofiset, and the maximum fractional distance
error is † = 0:0003. The exterior ofiset is approximated by just a single segment, with error † = 0:0032.
Figure 3. Improving the accuracy of the approximate ofiset for the example in Figure 1 by subdivision.
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
–0.001
0.000
0.001
0.002
δ(t
)–
d
after subdivisionbefore subdivision
Figure 4. Behavior of the distance error over one quadrant of the approximate ofiset to the ellipse
shown in Figures 1 and 3, before and after subdivision.
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6. Concluding Remarks
We have given a rigorous characterization of the error incurred in conic approximations
of conic ofisets, requiring only arithmetic operations for polynomials in Bernstein form
.(Farouki and Rajan, 1988), and a root-flnder based on their subdivision and variation-
diminishing properties .(Lane and Riesenfeld, 1981). The procedure yields a sharp bound
on the normal distance error between a conic and its approximate ofiset, that may be used
to govern subdivision to achieve any desired accuracy. Although the computational cost
of the method is not insigniflcant, it is a price one must pay to determine exact bounds on
the error. Weaker bounds may be based on estimates of derivative magnitudes .(Filip et
al., 1986), but the lower cost of looser bounds is ofiset by the fact that they incur more
subdivision to guarantee satisfaction of prescribed tolerances. Moreover, such bounds
rely on the parameterizations, rather than just the intrinsic geometry, of a curve and its
approximate ofiset.
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